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Overview
Congratulations on your purchase of the DELTA Vehicle Systems Rear Panhard Drop
Bracket. This bracket has been designed in CAD, CNC laser cut, formed, fabricated,
and powder coated 100% in the U.S.A., and will go a long way towards eliminating or
reducing the angle of your Panhard bar and increasing the stability of your rig.

Product Compatibility
This bracket is compatible with the 98-07 FJ100/LX470.

Parts List
ID Number
10950
11220

Description
Panhard Drop Bracket Weldment
Crush Tab

Quantity

1

1

Hardware List
ID Number
10660
10828
11005
11246
11247

Description
1/2” Washer
M14 Washer
M14 Nyloc Nut
M14 X 110mm Hex Bolt
M14 X 90mm Hex Bolt

Quantity
2
2
2
1
1

Tools
•
•
•
•

24mm (15/16”), 22mm (7/8”), and 19mm (3/4”) sockets
Various sizes of socket wrenches
Torque wrench
Angle grinder
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First, let’s see what we’re
dealing with.

Setup

The picture shows what your
Panhard bar most likely looks
like; this angle is detrimental to
the stability of your vehicle, and
we want to get rid of it.
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Remove the Panhard Bar from the
Frame

Remove the bottommost bolt (an
M14; use a 24mm socket on the
nut and a 19mm on the head)
from the frame, where the
Panhard bar mounts by stock
(carefully – the bar is fairly
heavy, and will drop out).
Keep the hardware, as you will
be reusing it soon.
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Using an angle grinder, shave
off a small portion of the bottom
of the frame approximately
along the dotted line (this picture
is taken from under the vehicle,
facing the right hand side.

Grind Bottom of Frame

This is to create clearance for
the jog in the drop bracket.
Additional clearencing may be
necessary depending on your
vehicle. Fitting the part up into
the stock mount per step 4 and
trying to center the top hole of
the mount will show any
interference.
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Insert the drop bracket up into
the stock bracket, and put the
stock hardware from earlier
partially back into the bottom
hole of the frame.

Insert Drop Bracket into Frame

This is enough to hold the drop
bracket in place, and will allow
you to move it around
somewhat, which will soon be
necessary.
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Bend Tabs on Nuts

Although not strictly necessary,
the next step will be much easier
if you slightly bend the tabs on
both of the nuts (picture is for
comparison, both should be
bent).
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Insert Nuts into Bracket

Using the tabs as handles, insert
the nuts into either side of the
frame through the larger holes
and line them up with the holes
indicated, sandwiching the drop
bracket.
Disclaimer: this will be a pain.
Accessing the nut on the
frontmost side is difficult, and it
may take a few tries to get it
lined up correctly.
Sometimes it is easier to add the
forward spacer first as it is a
blind operation if you are sitting
under the vehicle from the rear.
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Insert the longer (110mm) of the
two provided bolts (M14 with a
22mm socket) into the topmost
hole, as shown – this time, with
the head facing the front of the
vehicle.

Insert Bolt and Snug

You can now snug this bolt
down, as well as the one that
put in earlier.

Note:
Some kits may use Grade-8
1/2'” hardware for this top hole
portion.
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Align Panhard Bar with Drop Bracket
and Install it

Using an alignment bar, align
the Panhard bar with either of
the two holes in the drop bracket
– whichever one leaves the bar
with the smallest angle.
This may also take some effort;
it might help to have a helper
shake the vehicle side-to-side
while you do this to help settle it
into place.
Then insert the remaining
provided bolt (another M14)
through this hole, and snug it
down.
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Torque Everything Down

You can now go back and tighten
down the three bolts. They should
all go to 110 ft-lbs (148 Nm).

Finished!

The installation is now complete!
Take a step back and admire
your newly straightened
Panhard bar, and enjoy the
added stability in your ride.
Your rear axle will sit centered in
the vehicle again after a lift
without the need for an
adjustable panhard. Rear
bumpsteer will also be
reduced/eliminated.
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